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Extend your coverage. Expand your peace of mind.
Although nothing beats the feeling of driving your new Volkswagen for the first time, there
is a way to extend your excitement for years to come. Presenting Volkswagen Drive Easy
Multi-Coverage Protection. It features a suite of optional protection products selected to
preserve your vehicle’s beauty and performance, while helping to minimize your worry and
out-of-pocket costs. Talk with your Volkswagen Dealer today to select the options that are
right for you.

• Tire & Wheel Protection

with Optional Cosmetic Coverage

• Dent Protection
• Windshield Protection
• Key Protection

Tire & Wheel Protection
with Optional Cosmetic Coverage
Keep on rolling.
Because the softest parts of your Volkswagen have the hardest job, we offer Volkswagen Drive Easy Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic
Coverage. If your tires or wheels are ever damaged due to road hazards such as metal, nails, glass, debris, or potholes, we’ll repair or replace them for
up to seven years. Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic Coverage offers you the optional coverage of cosmetic repair, so your new vehicle
can continue to look good for years to come.

Tire & Wheel Protection benefits:

Optional Cosmetic Coverage adds:

• Repair or replacement of a tire if structurally
damaged due to a covered road hazard

• Cosmetic wheel repair for damage such as
nicks and scrapes

• Replacement of a wheel if road hazard
damage prevents the wheel from sealing to
the tire or maintaining the tire manufacturer’s
air pressure specifications

• Cosmetic wheel repair is limited to sanding,
painting, or refinishing the wheel without
the need to apply additional material or
bend/straighten the wheel

• Approved costs associated with the repair or
replacement of tires and/or the replacement
of wheels, including labor charges, mounting,
balancing, valve stems, and taxes1

• Cosmetic wheel repair is limited to a total of
eight (8) individual wheel repairs during the
agreement term

• Replacement OEM or aftermarket tires and
wheels during your agreement term, if they
meet the manufacturer’s size specifications

Coverage exclusions may apply3:
• Damage to tires with less than 3/32"
tread depth at the lowest point on the
tire at the time of damage
• Cosmetic damage to tires
• Cosmetic damage to chrome wheels and/
or chrome-clad wheels, even if Optional
Cosmetic Coverage is purchased
• Damage caused by vandalism

• No deductible for cosmetic repairs

• Repairs or replacements made without
prior authorization

Additional benefits:

• Reimbursement of towing expenses up to
$100 per occurrence in the event of covered
road hazard damage

• No mileage limitations

• Damage caused by road conditions (such
as uneven lanes or metal plates) found in
construction zones or construction sites

• No limit to the number of structural
damage claims

• Failures from normal wear and tear,
improper wear, or dry rot

• Transferable for a $50 fee if you sell your
vehicle to a private party

• No deductible

• Cancelable at any time; after 30 days,
subject to a $50 fee2

1 Tires and wheels will be replaced using original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) or OEM-approved parts.

2 Please consult your Customer Agreement for complete
cancelation rules, including state-specific cancelation rules.

Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional
Cosmetic Coverage is available only at
the time of vehicle purchase as part of
a Multi-Coverage Protection Option or
as a stand-alone product.

3 Additional exclusions may apply. Please consult your
Customer Agreement for specific coverage details, including
limitations and exclusions.

Dent Protection
Fall in love all over again.
No matter how carefully you drive or park,
sooner or later your Volkswagen will get its
first dent or ding. But thanks to Volkswagen
Drive Easy Dent Protection, imperfections
such as dents and dings don’t have to be
permanent. In fact, the paintless dent repair
process removes door dings and minor dents
without harming your vehicle’s paint job.

Value and Convenience
Besides damaging the beauty of your vehicle,
dents and dings may also reduce its resale or
trade-in value. With your convenience in mind,
repairs can be performed at the Dealership,
your home, or your workplace with no out-ofpocket costs.

Dent Protection benefits:

Additional benefits:

• Permanent removal of door dings and
minor dents without harming the vehicle’s
factory finish

• No mileage limitations

• Repair of dents and dings, no larger than
four (4) inches in diameter, that are within
an accessible area on a body panel of
your vehicle
• Hail damage covered up to the lesser of
your comprehensive damage deductible,
if a claim was filed with the primary insurer
or $1,000 per incident1
• Transferable for a $50 fee if you sell your
vehicle to a private party
• Cancelable at any time; after 30 days,
subject to a $50 fee2

1 Hail damage coverage is not available in all states.
2 Please consult your Customer Agreement for complete
cancelation rules, including state-specific cancelation rules.

• No limit to the number of occurrences
• No deductible

Coverage exclusions may apply3:
• Dents or dings that are larger than four (4)
inches in diameter
• Dents or dings that cannot be repaired by
the paintless dent repair process
• Damage caused by vandalism
• Repairs that will affect or damage the
vehicle’s paint or finish

Dent Protection is available only at the
time of vehicle purchase as part of a MultiCoverage Protection Option.

3 Additional exclusions may apply. Please consult your
Customer Agreement for specific coverage details,
including limitations and exclusions.

Windshield Protection
See your windshield in a whole new light.
Minor chips and cracks caused by rocks and
road debris aren’t just distracting and unsightly.
They can actually undermine the integrity
of your windshield. If you need a repair, the
advantage of having Volkswagen Drive Easy
Windshield Protection1 is clear to see.

Windshield Protection benefits:
• Repair of chips and cracks in the front
windshield caused by propelled rocks or
other road hazard debris
• Unlimited repairs of the front windshield
during the coverage period2

1 Windshield Protection is not available in Florida.

• Convenient repairs performed at the
Dealership, your home, or your office

Coverage exclusions may apply2:

• Transferable for a $50 fee if you sell your
vehicle to a private party

• Damage to areas other than the front
windshield

• Cancelable at any time; after 30 days,
subject to a $50 fee3

Additional benefits:
• No mileage limitations
• No limit to the number of occurrences

• Stress cracks or cracks over six (6) inches
• Damage caused by hail, vandalism, or
neglect
• Damage that, if repaired, would result in
an obstruction of the driver’s line of sight
• Replacement of the front windshield

• No deductible

Windshield Protection is available only at
the time of vehicle purchase as part of a
Multi-Coverage Protection Option.

2 Additional exclusions may apply. Please consult your
Customer Agreement for specific coverage details,
including limitations and exclusions.

3 Please consult your Customer Agreement for complete
cancelation rules, including state-specific cancelation rules.

Key Protection
Lost your keys? Not a problem.
Lost or damaged vehicle key fobs and remotes
can cost hundreds of dollars to replace. That’s
why it’s a good option to get Volkswagen
Drive Easy Key Protection. Whether your keys
are lost, damaged, stolen, or locked inside your
car, we’ve got you covered.

Key Protection benefits:
• Replacement of the covered vehicle key/
remote if lost, damaged, or stolen, up to
$800 per occurrence
• Lock-out assistance to unlock the vehicle
if your vehicle keys are lost, damaged, or
stolen, up to $100 per occurrence
• Transferable for a $50 fee if you sell your
vehicle to a private party
• Cancelable at any time; after 30 days,
subject to a $50 fee1

Additional benefits:

Coverage exclusions may apply3:

Service beyond your car

• Replacement keys, if you did not receive
two (2) master keys at the time of
purchase/lease of the vehicle

• If the vehicle key/remote is lost, damaged, or
stolen, towing assistance will be provided to
the nearest registered service facility, up to
$100 per occurrence
• Taxi/rental vehicle/public transportation
reimbursement, up to $75 per occurrence
• Home Lock-Out Assistance benefit includes :
2

-- Locksmith services up to $100 per
occurrence
-- Coverage for up to three (3) replacement
house keys during the membership term,
up to $75 per replacement key
• Replacement benefit for additional nonprogrammable keys on the key ring, such as
RV/trailer keys and office keys, up to $250
per occurrence

• Replacement keys, if the damaged keys
are covered by the manufacturer’s,
repairer’s, or supplier’s warranty or recall
• Any replacement keys made without
prior authorization

Key Protection is available only at the time of
vehicle purchase as part of a Multi-Coverage
Protection Option or as a stand-alone product.
Key Protection may not be available in
all states. Please see your Dealer for more
information.

• Emergency message relay for up to three (3)
emergency contacts
• No mileage limitations

1 Please consult your Customer Agreement for complete
cancelation rules, including state-specific cancelation rules.

2 Home Lock-Out Assistance may not be available in
all states.

3 Additional exclusions may apply. Please consult your
Customer Agreement for specific coverage details, including
limitations and exclusions.

www.vwdriveeasy.com

All transactions related to the optional Volkswagen Drive Easy program are governed solely by the provisions of the applicable Agreement. This
document and its contents provide general information about the Volkswagen Drive Easy program and should not be solely relied upon when
purchasing coverage. Please refer to the applicable Volkswagen Drive Easy program Agreement for details of terms, conditions, and specific
coverage details, including limitations and exclusions, transferability, and cancelability. Coverage may vary by state. Not all vehicle models
may be eligible for coverage. Please see your Dealer for more information. These products are not required for you to obtain financing for the
purchase or lease of a vehicle.
The Administrator/Obligor of Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic Coverage, Dent Protection, and Windshield Protection included
in the Volkswagen Drive Easy program is Safe-Guard Products International, LLC, Two Concourse Parkway, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30328,
1(844) 368-6414, except in Florida where the Administrator/Obligor of Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic Coverage and Dent
Protection is Safe-Guard Warranty Corporation, Florida License Number 60126, Two Concourse Parkway, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30328,
1 (844) 368-6414. The Administrator/Provider of Key Protection is SafeRide Motor Club, Inc., 13901 Midway Road, Suite 102-429, Dallas, TX
75244-4388, 1 (855) 553-5554.
VW Credit, Inc. (dba Volkswagen Credit) is a servicer for VW Credit Leasing, Ltd. and VCI Loan Services, LLC. “Volkswagen”, “VW”, and the
Volkswagen logo are registered trademarks of Volkswagen AG. © 2017 VW Credit, Inc. All rights reserved.
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